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Former paratrooper. Grad school survivor. Teacher of history & co-host of the @TonyArterburn Show on @570KLIF AM (available on @iHeartRadio).
Ft. Worth, Texas • hippopolitics.com
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Followed by Jeanette, Un-Political Party, Robert Raves and 100+ others.
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Richard J. Wood @RichardJWood
Record 90.5 million out of labor force as 516,000 drop out in one month — participation rate plunges to 1978 levels | zerohedge.com/news/2013-09-0...
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Rodney Pearson @Hippopolitics
Time to take back the #GOP from the #NEOCONS! Tune in to @570KLIF (on @iHeartRadio) at 8pm CT to The @TonyArterburn Show! #tcot #wakeup
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